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Effect of RME and headgear treatment on the eruption of palatally

displaced canines

A randomized clinical study

Pamela Armia; Paola Cozzab; Tiziano Baccettic

ABSTRACT
Objective: To determine the effectiveness of orthodontic treatment finalized on the maintenance/
improvement the upper arch perimeter to assist in the successful eruption of palatally displaced
maxillary canines (PDCs).
Materials and Methods: The randomized prospective design comprised 64 subjects with PDCs
who were randomly assigned to one of three groups: cervical pull headgear (HG); rapid maxillary
expansion and cervical pull headgear (RME/HG); or untreated control group (CG). Panoramic
radiographs and lateral cephalograms were evaluated at the time of initial observation (T1) and
after an average period of 18 months (T2). At T2 the success of canine eruption was evaluated. A
superimposition study on lateral cephalograms was undertaken to evaluate the T1–T2 changes in
the sagittal position of the upper molars in the three groups.
Results: The prevalence of successful eruption was 85.7% in the RME/HG group and 82.3% in the
HG group. Both these prevalence rates were significantly greater than the success rate in
untreated control subjects (36%). The cephalometric superimposition study showed a significant
mesial movement of the upper first molars in the CG compared with the HG and RME/HG groups.
Conclusions: The use of rapid maxillary expansion and headgear (or headgear alone) in PDC
cases increases the success rate of eruption of the canine significantly (almost three times more
than in untreated controls). (Angle Orthod. 2011;81:370–374.)
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INTRODUCTION

Palatal displacement of the maxillary canine is
defined as the ‘‘developmental dislocation of the upper
canine […] to a palatal site often resulting in tooth
impaction requiring surgical and orthodontic treat-

ments.’’1 The prevalence of palatally displaced canines
(PDCs) fluctuates between 0.8% and 5.2%.2–6 The
most frequent consequence of PDCs is impaction of
the canine.7–9 If orthodontic treatment (early or inter-
ceptive treatment) is not started in a timely manner in
subjects with a PDC, other possible sequelae may
occur, such as resorption of the roots of the neighbor-
ing permanent teeth10–12 and cysts.4,13,14 Several
treatment procedures (or associations of them) have
been proposed for impacted canines, and they are
complex, require interdisciplinary work, and are ex-
pensive for the patient: surgical exposure of the crown
of the canine, either performed alone or followed by
orthodontic traction of the impacted tooth14–16 extrac-
tion of the canine and replacement with implants17; and
reimplantation of the displaced tooth.18,19

Despite extensive interest in both etiology and
therapy of PDC, only a few studies in the past 20 years
have focused on preventive measures for canine
palatal impaction.7,20–24 The clinical protocols proposed
include extraction of the corresponding primary canine,
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with or without orthodontic procedures to gain space in
the upper arch (ie, distalization of the upper buccal
segments, maxillary expansion).23,24 The procedure of
reducing the prevalence of impacted PDC by extracting
the primary canine has been reported in the dental
literature since Buchner.25 The outcomes in several
individual subjects during the subsequent 50 years
corroborated the clinical recommendation for this
interceptive measure.21 Finally, the prospective study
by Ericson and Kurol20 analyzed the effects of extraction
of the primary canine on PDC in terms of rate and time
of ‘‘spontaneous’’ eruption. In 36 of 46 canines (78%),
palatal eruption changed to normal, with the eruption
time ranging from 6 to 12 months. In a longitudinal 2-
year investigation, Power and Short22 described the
achievement of a normal eruptive position of PDC in
62% of the subjects after extraction of the primary
canines. Those authors suggested combining the tooth
extraction with procedures to increase arch length, such
as distalization of the upper buccal segments.

A randomized controlled trial by Baccetti and col-
leagues,8 which incorporated untreated controls and a
statistically appropriate number of subjects, showed that
extracting the primary canine is an effective procedure to
increase the rate of normal eruption of maxillary PDC
(two times more than in untreated controls). Use of a
cervical pull headgear in addition to extracting the
primary canine significantly increased the rate of
successful eruption of the permanent canine (almost
three times more than in untreated controls). In a recent
study,9 the use of rapid maxillary expansion (RME) in the
very early developmental phases (at the age of 8 or
9 years) in subjects where PDC had been diagnosed on
posteroanterior (PA) films according to Sambataro and
colleagues26 showed a success rate of about 65%.

The aims of the present randomized clinical trial, which
included an untreated control group, were as follows:

N To evaluate the prevalence of successful eruption of
PDC during orthodontic treatment finalized to main-
tenance/improvement of the upper arch perimeter
(headgear or RME in combination with headgear) in
absence of the extraction of the deciduous canine
corresponding to the PDC;

N To assess the changes in the sagittal position of the
upper teeth posterior to the deciduous canine (upper
first molars) after the interceptive treatment approaches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The examined sample consisted of subjects enrolled
in a prospective study at the Department of Orthodon-
tics of the University of Florence and at the Depart-
ment of Orthodontics of the University of Roma (Tor
Vergata). The study project was approved by the

Ethical Committee at the University of Florence and
Rome. The following inclusion criteria had to be fulfilled
by the subjects enrolled in the study:

N White ancestry;

N Either unilateral or bilateral PDC on a panoramic
radiograph. PDC was diagnosed as intraosseous
palatal position of the maxillary permanent canines
from panoramic radiographs and periapical radio-
graphs. The displacement of the upper canine to the
palatal side was checked by means of double-
determination periapical radiographs;

N Dental age older than 8 years and younger than
13 years according to the method of Becker and
Chaushu27;

N Skeletal age showing active phases of skeletal
growth according to the cervical vertebral maturation
method (before CS 4)28;

N Presence of mild crowding at the maxillary arch and/
or molar relation showing Class II tendency.

The following exclusion criteria were established:

N Previous orthodontic treatment;

N Craniofacial syndromes, odontomas, cysts, cleft lip
and/or palate, sequelae of traumatic injuries to the
face, or multiple and/or advanced caries;

N Aplasia or severe hypoplasia of the crown of upper
lateral incisors.

A sample of 64 subjects with 81 palatally displaced
canines was enrolled for the study, and informed
consent was obtained. The following material was
collected in the PDC sample: panoramic radiographs
and lateral cephalograms at time of initial observation
(T1) and after an average period of 18 months
subsequent to T1 (T2); and dental casts at T1. For
each patient the radiographs at T1 and at T2 were
taken with the same radiograph machine. All subjects
with PDCs were assigned randomly to one of the
following three groups:

N Headgear (HG) group, where the cervical pull head-
gear was used alone for 1 year for 12–14 hours a day.

N Rapid maxillary expansion/headgear (RME/HG)
group; these subjects were treated with a banded
rapid maxillary expander (7 mm of active expansion;
at the end of expansion all patients retained the
expander for 6 month) followed by use of a cervical-
pull headgear like in the HG group.

N Control group (CG); these subjects did not receive
any treatment between T1 and T2.

Four subjects did not complete the clinical trial
because they moved from the area of clinical care or
asked to be transferred to other clinicians. The
remaining 60 subjects showed the following distribution:
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N HG group: 17 subjects, mean age of 11.9 years at
T1, 9 males and 8 females, and 25 PDCs

N RME/HG group: 21 subjects, mean age of 11.1 years
at T1, 9 males and 12 females, and 30 PDCs

N CG, 22 subjects, mean age of 11.6 years at T1, 9
males and 13 females, and 26 PDCs

Severity of canine displacement was similar in the
three groups at T1, and it was not a discriminant factor
for case assignment. The power of the present study
was greater than 0.85.

Assessment of Successful Outcome

A successful outcome for PDC was defined as the
full eruption of the tooth, thus permitting bracket
positioning for final arch alignment when needed.
Unsuccessful outcome was defined as the lack of
eruption of the permanent canine at the completion of
the clinical observation period (T2, 18 months after the
initial observation).

Superimposition Study on Lateral Cephalograms

Change in the sagittal position of the upper first
molar with regard to maxillary stable structures was
performed according to the method of Björk and
Skieller29 by means of superimposition of the T2 film
on the T1 film for each subject. The distance between
the most mesial point on the crown of the molar at T1
and T2 was recorded by means of computerized
cephalometric software (Viewbox, version 3.0, dHAL
Software, Kifissia, Greece). A positive value would
indicate mesial movement of the molar, a negative
value distal movement of the molar.

Statistical Analysis

The prevalence rates of successful and unsuccess-
ful subjects in the HG group were compared with those
in the RME/HG group and the CG by means of x2 tests
with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons
(P , .016). Kruskall-Wallis test with Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons (P , .016) was used to
evaluate the differences among the three groups with
regard to the amount of molar movement as assessed
in the cephalometric superimposition study.

All statistical computations were carried out with the
aid of a commercial statistical package (Statistical
Package for Social Sciences, release 10.0, SPSS Inc,
Chicago, Ill).

RESULTS

Effectiveness of the Two interceptive Procedures

The prevalence rates of subjects with successful
eruption of the permanent canine were 82.3% in the

HG group (x2 5 49.1, P , .001) and 85.7% in the
RME/HG (x2 5 55.2, P , .001), which were
significantly greater than those of the CG. No
statistically significant difference was found for the
prevalence of successful subjects between the HG and
RME/HG groups (x2 5 0.07, P 5 .786).

Change in the Sagittal Position of the Upper
First Molars

The amount of mesial movement of the upper first
molars was significantly smaller in the HG and RME/
HG groups compared with the CG (P , .01). The
average amount of sagittal displacement of the upper
first molar in the two treatment groups (HG and RME/
HG) was close to zero (0.2 mm in both groups),
whereas it was 2.32 mm in the CG. It should be noted
that none of the examined subjects presented with
exfoliation of upper second primary molars at T2.

DISCUSSION

The present investigation reached an adequate
power (. 0.85) because of the number of subjects
enrolled in the examined groups. The study included a
group of subjects with PDC who were left untreated
during the observation period. These subjects formed
the CG, which was used to test the effectiveness of
interceptive approaches to PDC.

N None of the examined subjects in either treated
groups received any additional orthodontic/surgical
therapy beyond cervical pull headgear alone or in
combination with RME throughout the observation
time; none of the subjects underwent extraction of
the deciduous canines either.

N The duration of the observation period for canine
eruption (18 months) was appropriate as established
by a previous study by Ericson and Kurol.20

N A superimposition study was performed to assess
changes in upper molar position concurrent with
alternative interceptive approaches to PDC.

The results of the current study showed that the
maintenance or improvement of the perimeter of the
upper arch as a measure to intercept palatal displace-
ment of maxillary canines is effective in preventing
canine impaction of PDCs (Figure 1A, B). The rate of
success in the RME/HG and HG groups (85.7% and
82.3%, respectively) is slightly more favorable than
previous results by Olive,24 who found that 75% of the
canines emerged after orthodontic treatment with fixed
appliances to create space in the upper arch after
extraction of the primary canine.

These findings confirmed the outcome of a prelim-
inary report on smaller groups of subjects with PDC by
Leonardi and colleagues7 and the follow-up study by
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Baccetti and colleagues8 in terms of the greater
successful eruption of the PDCs with the use of
cervical pull headgear. These success rates are higher
than those obtained with the extraction of the primary
tooth corresponding to the PDC as reported in
previous longitudinal studies: 78% according to Eric-
son and Kurol20 (who also included PDCs showing just
an improvement in the eruption pattern), 62% accord-
ing to Power and Short,22 and 65.2% according to
Baccetti and colleagues.8 It should be noted that the
permanence of the deciduous canine on the upper
arch can be extremely useful in cases requiring
surgical/orthodontic approach to impacted PDCs when
the evolution of the PDC is unfavorable. The presence
of the deciduous canine allows for the tunnel tech-
nique, which is one of the procedures indicated for an
optimal periodontal success associated with canine
repositioning in the long term.30

Interestingly, the superimposition study showed that
a significant mesial movement of the upper first molars
(about 2.5 mm) occurred in subjects with untreated
PDCs. On the contrary, headgear wear resulted in a
significant reduction in the amount of mesial displace-
ment of the upper molar that exhibited an actual lack of
mesial movement of the molar (0.2 mm). The addition
of part-time wear of the cervical pull headgear to the
interceptive treatment of PDC apparently restrained
the distal segment of the upper dental arch from
moving mesially, thus maintaining the space available
for canine eruption. It is legitimate to speculate that the
goal of avoiding mesial movement of the upper

posterior might be achieved by means of less
compliance-dependent appliances than a headgear,
such as transpalatal arches or space-holding devices
in addition to a palatal Nance button.

With respect to the findings of a very recent study9

about the use of RME in the very early developmental
phases (at the age of 8 or 9 years) in subjects where
PDC had been diagnosed on PA films according to
Sambataro and colleagues26 (success rate of about
65%), the present outcomes identified a significantly
greater potential of success for the RME approach in
combination with a headgear used at a later age
(11 years). At this time, the diagnosis of PDC is more
reliable4 and its interceptive treatment appears to be
more successful.

Finally, it should be considered that the orthodontic
treatment protocols used in the present study are not
specific for the interceptive treatment of PDC. There-
fore, the improvement in the eruption rate of PDCs is a
significant bonus associated with the expected classi-
cal orthodontic outcomes of the two therapies. The use
of a headgear combined with RME in subjects with
PDCs is therefore indicated in cases presenting with
clinical indications for molar distalization or maxillary
expansion and molar distalization. In absence of these
indications, the favorable outcomes of other intercep-
tive procedures that are specific for the PDC and
easier for the patient (such as extraction of the
deciduous canine) deserve to be taken into consider-
ation.

CONCLUSIONS

N Orthodontic treatment finalized to the maintenance/
improvement of the perimeter in the upper arch in the
late mixed dentition (RME and/or cervical pull
headgear) can significantly increase the rate of
successful eruption of the permanent canine (almost
three times more than in untreated controls). These
results are achieved without extracting the deciduous
canines corresponding to the PDCs.

N In PDC subjects treated with the use of a headgear
(alone or combined with RME) the physiological
mesial movement of the upper first molars (2.5 mm)
is prevented.
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